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Abstract—A number of remote laboratories and virtual laboratories have been created which support the mobile devices factor. The focus of a number of researchers at present is on the platforms which supports these online laboratories. This paper presents the solution we developed. The platform we developed is a modification of the iLab Shared Architecture (ISA) which was originally created by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It was expanded to include SMS services and WebSocket services. The goal was to ensure that it is able to support all mobile phones and tablets. Feature phones can perform experiments via SMS and tablets can use HTML5 based applications while personal computers can use the original ISA services.
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1 Introduction

Online laboratories have existed for several years and a number of platforms have been developed for online laboratories. When many of these were in development though, mobile phones were not the computing devices of choice. Much of the e-learning tools were built for and use on personal computers. Since 2012 however the sale of the personal computer has been on the decline and in 2014, the sale of mobile phones exceeded the sale of personal computers for the first time since the personal computer debuted [1, 2]. Most mobile devices run different operating systems from personal computers and much of these do not support a number of the web technologies which were used for personal computer web applications. Hence a number of there has been a push by researchers of resent to develop online learning solutions which are well suited to mobile devices.

Mobile devices tend to be smaller in size that personal computers on the average (a few tablet exceptions have larger screens than most netbooks on sale). Mobile devices, particular smart phones and tablets, have the advantage of inbuilt sensors in them. A number of researchers have harnessed these sensors for pedagogy [3, 4, 5]. Apart
from the sensors in mobile devices, a number of other advantages have been identified for the use of mobile devices in education [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. All these taken into consideration, a number of online laboratories have been developed specifically for mobile devices [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

This paper adopts the following definitions: the phrase “mobile device” is used to refer to mobile phones and tablets. Smart watches, smart glasses and other wearable technological devices which can also be classified as mobile devices were not considered in this work. The phrase “online laboratory” is used to refer to a laboratory whose experiments are performed over a network. The phrase “remote laboratory” is used to refer to an online laboratory which has physical equipment at the back-end. The phrase “virtual laboratory” is used to refer to a laboratory which uses a mathematical model of physical equipment instead of actual equipment and may or may not be performed over a network. A virtual lab can be installed on a user’s phone or computer for example [13] or may be accessed over the internet (e.g. Phet Interactive Simulations [21]).

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses work which has been done by a number of researchers on supporting online experimentation on mobile devices. Section 3 presents the work which we did in modifying the ISA to support online laboratories on mobile devices. Section 4 presents the tests we carried out on the developed platform and Section 5 concludes this paper and makes some recommendations.

2 Previous Works Done

A number of online laboratories platforms have been developed. The most popular of these include the iLab Shared Architecture (ISA) [22, 23] developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA, and Weblab-Deusto [24, 25] developed at the University of Deusto, Spain. Others include Labshare Sahara [26, 27] primarily developed at the University of Sydney, and VISIR [28] developed at Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden.

The ISA was written using ASP.net and Visual C# with Microsoft Windows Server used to manage its databases. The ISA comprises a bunch of web services which make SOAP calls to each other. This way, the system was made very modular. The system was originally a three-tiered system comprising a Service Broker (SB), a Lab Server (LS) and a client. This architecture was used for online laboratories with batched experiments. Batched experiments are experiments in which the student can submit his specifications to the laboratory and then come back to pick up his results later when the lab had conducted the experiments using his specifications. This was later modified into effectively a six-tiered system (though it was never really called a six-tiered system): the SB and LS and client as before and then also an Experiment Storage Server (ESS), a User Scheduling Server (USS) and a Lab Scheduling Server (LSS) [23]. The ISA was designed such that each of these servers could reside on different computer workstations in different locations if desired or could exist on the same computer workstation. It therefore made it very easy to share laboratories across
institutions of learning. For example, a vendor university (university A) could set up an SB, an LS and an LSS and a user university (university B) would set up its own SB, USS and ESS. The client software would be provided by university A. With this set up, university B would be able to manage its own student, store its own experiment results records and schedule how much time each student could use per experiment. University A would not need to bother about all these details i.e. the cost of University A of serving multiple universities would not be much higher than the cost of serving one university.

Weblab-Deusto, on the other hand, uses MySQL for its database management, AJAX for the clients and Python for its lab servers. It was originally largely a two tiered system comprising only a client and a laboratory server. Versions 1.0 and 2.0 could support only single experiments. Weblab-Deusto later evolved to become more modular with version 3.0 to support multiple servers and multiple experiment setups at once [29, 30]. Using AJAX for its clients meant that it supported certain mobile devices [31]. Weblab-Deusto also makes SOAP calls to transfer data between services.

These online laboratory platforms are open-source under the Creative Commons licence. Hence, developers are allowed to customize the framework to suit their needs and desires. These online lab systems were however not originally created to cater for mobile device traffic. While they could support mobile devices, they were not optimized for them. Hence a developer or university wishing to provide online laboratories for mobile devices would often create the services/methods he needs to cater for traffic from mobile devices.

Deaky et al. [15, 32] developed an Android application for the ISA. This was reportedly the first Android application for the ISA. The client application communicated with the ISA via SOAP calls. Oyediran et al. [18] also developed an Android client for online laboratories using the architecture of the ISA. The existing ISA software was not used as is. Rather, thinned versions of the SB and LS were used. Both of these works made use of the ISA and both of these works developed the mobile applications from scratch using the Android software development kit (SDK). The benefit of using the SDK of a mobile device’s operating system is that it makes the full power of the operating system available to the developer and with good programming techniques, the applications developed can be optimised for the mobile devices. Using the SDK however has one serious drawback: it is difficult to port the developed applications to a different mobile operating system. For example, the Android SDK uses Java while the iOS SDK uses C++. Hence any programs written for Android from scratch using the Android SDK would have to be re-written from scratch for iOS in order to get the iOS version. By implication, modifying the software developed for the different platforms would also be very tedious.

A second benefit of the works presented above is that they had a relatively low cost-of-use to the user. This was because the applications were created to be installed on the mobile devices of the student. There are effectively two types of solutions which can be made for mobile devices. The first, as in the works above, requires the user to install an application on their phone. The second would host the application in a web browser. By hosting the application on the user’s phone, the cost of use of the
application to the user is minimal, being only the cost transferring the data between
the app and the backend. However updating the software would require the user to
download a new version each time which means that logistics must be put in place for
informing the user that there is a new version and for supporting a number of versions
of the app at the same time since not every user would update soon after the new
software rolls out. Hosting the application in a webpage, however, has the advantage
that updating the software is a breeze. Once an update is done, everyone that loads up
the app in their browser has access to the up-to-date software. It however has the
drawback that each time the user launches the app in their browser the entire app is
downloaded into the browser which could be a significant increase in data costs to the
user.

Instead of using an online laboratory platform, a number of other researchers pro-
vided an online laboratory solution by making use of established learning manag-
agement systems (LMS). Ruano et al. [33] proposed the use of a Shared Content Object
Reference Model (SCORM) for the Learning Management System (LMS). Rochadel
et al [17] create a mobile application called RExMobile for experiments in Physics
and integrated this into the Moodle LMS. By making use of an existing LMS, these
researchers harnessed the advantages of the LMS. Since the LMSs are modular, the
developers can focus on just the development of the laboratory modules to fit into
these LMS systems. There is also the advantage of the results of the laboratory ses-
sions being easily incorporated into the coursework and grading the students since
there is no separate online lab system and LMS. The disadvantage however of using a
particular LMS is that the online laboratory provided is only application to a universi-
ty which uses that LMS. It means that any researcher which decides to develop an
online laboratory using any of these LMSs would have to first get his university to
adopt that LMS before he can deploy the developed labs.

3 The Services added to the ISA

The platform chosen for this work is the iLab Shared Architecture (ISA) developed
as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [34, 22, 23]. This platform was chosen
due to the fact that it is one of the most widely used platforms for online laboratories
and the fact that we have experience working with it [35, 36, 37]. This work extended
the existing ISA. Two services were created: a WebSockets service to handle traffic
between mobile devices and the ISA and an SMS Service to handle SMS traffic. The
goal was to have the WebSockets service cater for traffic from smartphones and tab-
lets and the SMS service to cater for traffic from feature phones (as SMS). Both se-
rVICES were created using Visual C#, the language with which the ISA was developed.
Microsoft SQL Server was used as the database management system.

None of the services of the ISA were replaced or rewritten or expunged. The SMS
service and the WebSockets services were however just included this work to make
the ISA accessible via SMS and WebSockets. When the ISA receives traffic from a
user, the SB determines the level of access of the user and what services he has access
to. It then routes the user accordingly to grant access to the services he has access to.
The two services created were created to do the same. On receiving data via SMS or WebSockets, the service would check the authorizations of the user and then grant access to the particular services requested. Unlike in the SB in the ISA however, sessions were not explicitly used to encapsulate user activity. Each SMS received by the SMS Server effectively begins a new session which terminates with an SMS returned to the user, or an error and discard message. On the other hand, the WebSocket connection was the only “session” used by the WebSockets server after authentication of the user. Once a connection was established, the user had a session open via which he could send and receive data. The session ended when the WebSocket connection was closed or broken.

3.1 The SMS Service

The SMS service comprised two databases and a bunch of methods. The acronym DB will be used following to stand for database and the phrase “SMS Experiment” will be used to refer to an experiment to be performed via SMS.

One database, called the TextMessages DB, was used to store all text messages received and sent. The two tables in the TextMessages DB are shown in Figure 1. The second DB, called the DoneSMSExperiments DB (Figure 2), was created with three tables. The first table was used to store records of all experiments which had been done. The second table was used to store all experiment specifications received via SMS. The third was used as an experiment pointer, to tell which experiments had been carried out and which hadn’t.

Fig. 1. Graphic representation of the TextMessages DB’s XML Schema Document (xsd)

Fig. 2. Graphic representation of the DoneSMSExperiments DB xsd
The SMS Service was created to constantly poll the DoneSMSExperiments DB via its ExptPointer table to locate new experiment specifications which had not be dealt with. New text messages arriving on the server however triggered an event. Whenever a new text message is received, the SMS Service sends a query to the ISA to find out if the sender had is registered with the SB. If not registered, the sender is notified via SMS. If registered, the service parses the received message to tell what the text message was intended for. Any improperly formatted text message is stored in the TextMessages DB and then no further action is taken on it. The flowchart of all operations carried out when the New Text Message event is triggered is shown in Figure 3.

A writeReceivedSMSToDB method was created to handle writing messages to the TextMessages DB. This method parses the received message into the ReceivedMessages table of the TextMessages DB. If the received message is formatted as an experiment specification, it would then call another method, called the writeReceivedSpecsToDB method, to write the received message into the ReceivedSMSExperiments table of the DoneSMSExperiments DB. It does not check the validity of the experiment specification. That is handled by the experiment engine. Text messages which begin with the four characters “EXP:” were read by the SMS Service to be experiment specifications.

![New text message flowchart](http://www.i-joe.org)

**Fig. 3.** New text message flowchart
The SMS Service polls the DoneSMSExperiments DB every 15 seconds to determine if there are any new experiment specifications which have not been attended to. On finding a new experiment specification the performExperiment method is called. This method reads the first two characters of the specification received to determine which experiment engine to hand it off to. The relevant experiment engine would then be called to check the validity of the specification received and/or perform the experiment. The experiment engine would be expected to return two parameters to the performExperiment method. One parameter would say whether or not the specification was valid and the second would hold the result of the experiment in a format which can be sent back as is to the user. These two parameters, as well as the time they are received and whether or not the user had been notified of his results via SMS are then stored in the DoneSMSExpts table of the DoneSMSExperiments DB. For successful experiments, the result is also sent to the ESS of the ISA so that these results can also be accessed via a web browser. The two characters used to indicate the experiment engine to be called can be any alphanumeric characters. Hence the service can address up to 1296 different experiment engines. A flowchart showing the sequence of operations carried out every 15 seconds is shown in Figure 4.

**Fig. 4.** Flowchart of readDBAndDoExpts program
The SMS Service created was made only for performing experiments via SMS. This service could be developed further to include other services like scheduling of experiments, registering new users, and querying the SB for results of previous experiments carried out. One goal of the SMS Service was to make it possible to login and submit the experiment specifications with one text message. Since the target of this service is cash-strapped societies or students, the goal was to minimize to cost to them. Hence, the text messages sent by students to perform experiments are formatted as follows:

1. The first four characters represent the task which the user desired to perform. For example, “EXP:” tells the server that the text message contained and experiment specification. “SCH” could be used to tell the server that the text message contained an experiment scheduling request.
2. The next two characters following “EXP:” identify the experiment to be performed and hence tell the server which experiment engine to be called.
3. The rest of the text message is the payload of the experiment specification. The server would hand off all of this to the experiment engine which would then parse it for validity and carry out the experiment if valid.

The server authenticated users by their phone numbers. Hence, a student would not be allowed to submit a specification from an unregistered phone line or from a friend’s phone line. Each submission is recorded against the phone number which submitted it and the results are automatically logged to the profile of the owner of the phone line (if the line is registered).

An internet dongle plugged into the SMS server was used by the server to receive text messages. Text messages were sent back to users by means of an online bulk SMS service. The particular commercial bulk SMS platform used is SMStlive247 [38]. This platform was chosen because of its extensive application program interfaces (APIs) which made the system fully available to the C# program written, and the fact that they support sending messages to international numbers, and not just local numbers as some other services did. A bulk SMS platform was chosen over sending messages via the internet dongle because bulk SMS services are cheaper.

3.2 The WebSocket Server

A C# service was created running on the WebSockets protocol. The WebSockets protocol has the advantage that once a socket connection is opened between two clients, they send data to each other without the overhead of having to handshake each time data is to be sent. Hence WebSockets would help to minimize the total payload sent between the laboratory client and the server during a session. The C# service was built using the Alchemy dynamic linked library (dll) [39]. The Server had a method for making WebSocket (WS) connections, one for disconnecting WS connections and one for sending messages to the device(s) connected to the server via WS. It also had one method for dealing with messages it received via WS. On receiving messages via WS, the server did some preprocessing on the data or just handed it over to the experiment engine to perform. Preprocessing which could be done includes data decom-
pression, if the data which was sent to the server was compressed before it was sent. As with the SMS Service created, the WS service interacts with the ISA’s databases so that experiments performed are logged into the Service Broker and the results are stored in the Experiment Storage Server. Figure 5 shows the flowchart for the operation of the WS server created.

![Flowchart of readDBAndDoExpts program](image)

**Fig. 5.** Flowchart of readDBAndDoExpts program

### 4 The Services Added to The ISA

Two laboratories were set up to test the two services which were created. The first, to test the SMS service, is a virtual Ohm’s Law laboratory. This laboratory was created with two experiments. The first was used for investigating resistances connected in series. The second was for investigating resistors connected in parallel. In both cases, the student was required to submit an experiment specification specifying whether the
resistors were to be in series or parallel and what the individual resistances were. The student also supplied the input voltage. The virtual lab would then simulate the inputs given to provide the current drawn from the source by the circuit connection specified.

A sample experiment specification which was sent to the virtual lab is:

```
EXP:SC;parallel;Vin=5;R1=10;R2=10
```

The schematic for this experiment specification is shown in Figure 6. The result which was returned to the user by the lab is shown in Figure 7.

![Schematic of sample Ohm’s Law experiment specification](image)

**Fig. 6.** Schematic of sample Ohm’s Law experiment specification

![Response from SMS experimentation server to specifications sent](image)

**Fig. 7.** Response from SMS experimentation server to specifications sent.
In the Ohm’s Law virtual lab tested, specifications are sent to the server via text messages. The server checks the phone number which the text message comes from and uses this to identify the sender. Students are not allowed to submit specifications from phones of others.

The second lab developed was a remote laboratory, a ball and beam system remote laboratory. This ball and beam system is a control engineering system in which the position of a ball on a beam is controlled by rotating the beam. The objective is typically to get the ball to stop at a desired set point within a given amount of time e.g. 5 seconds or without exceeding a given amount of % overshoot. The ball and beam client was tested on a Blackberry Z10 (smartphone), on a desktop computer and on a Samsung Galaxy Tab 2. WebSockets were used to establish a connection and send data between the client and the WS Server on the Lab Server. The client was developed using HTML5, JavaScript and CSS3 in the Construct 2 program. The client was written such that when a WS connection existed between the client and the server, the laboratory functioned as a remote laboratory and data from the experiment setup was returned to the client. When no connection existed, however, the client notified the user, and entered a virtual lab mode to use a mathematical model of the ball and beam system to compute the results to the user’s inputs. Figure 8 shows the client interface for the ball and beam system remote laboratory. Figure 9 shows the server’s console log showing when a client logged on.

5 Discussion

Making online laboratories available via text messaging makes it possible to perform the experiment on feature phones without the need for internet connectivity. The virtual laboratory developed to test the developed system required only a one page text message for the user to submit his specifications. Hence the total cost of performing the experiment to the user was the cost of one text message. This cost also scales linearly with the number of times he performs the experiments. Hence, this online laboratory system would be advantageous for making online laboratories available to students who are not connected to the internet or who cannot afford to connect to the internet to perform the experiments.

There is also a case to be made for the fact that internet chat services would cost less than text messages. Hence a Chat Service could be created for the ISA. The argument against this however is that with the fact that chat engines like WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Skype no longer supporting feature phones and Blackberry OS 7.1 phones, anyone who can chat on his phone can most likely also opt for performing the experiment either in a web browser or installing the app on his phone and using the WebSockets service created. Hence the authors of this paper did not focus energies on these but we realise that making a chat service available may be of some value.

Making use of a WebSocket connection between the client and the server creates a cross-platform opportunity. The connection is not dependent on the architecture of the back end. The services which determine the interaction between the data received
Hen ce, clients can be created which can interact with different online lab architectures. All that would be required is that the data sent from the client be formatted in a certain way and then the WebSocket service on server’s end can determine how to route the data through the online lab framework. Hence, the use of WebSockets can make it possible to have cross-platform clients which can work with different online laboratory frameworks.

6 Conclusion

Two services have been created to extend the functionality of the iLab Shared Architecture (ISA) and make them. One makes it possible to perform experiments via text messaging. The second makes it possible to have a WebSockets connection to the ISA. Hence laboratory clients installed on mobile devices can be made to connect to the ISA via WebSockets. With text messaging an online experiment can potentially be done by a student at the cost of one text message.
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